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This is the "Wiring Your Toy Train Layout" Book from Kalmbach Publishing. / / FEATURES:
Softcover book gives the information you need to start wiring your / toy train layout today. / Even
if you can't tell a track lockon from the back of a Z-4000 / transformer, you can still wire a simple
or sophisticated toy train / layout with the help of this book. / Using non-technical language and
clear, illustrated examples, this / book walks you through many of the common wiring situations
you'll / encounter as you build your own operating layout. / You'll find: / Electrical principles
explained in terms you can easily understand. / Steps to wiring a simple, yet expandable toy
train layout. / Proven instructions for wiring a control panel, track switches, / lights, accessories
and other automation and train control / devices. / A command control system overview. /
Troubleshooting tips. / An extensive glossary. / With this book, the mysteries of wiring will no
longer keep you from / enjoying that operating toy train layout you've always wanted. / / SPECS:
Pages: 95 / sdw 12/10/03 / ir/jxs

Top Five OpenGL ES Tips1. Avoid expensive operations on the UI and rendering threads.To
avoid frame rate stutters or the dreaded "Application not responding" dialog from appearing,
expensive operations should be run asynchronously in a background thread. This is especially
important when it comes to the rendering thread, as rendering at 30 frames per second means
that each frame has to complete in about 33 milliseconds to avoid frame stutters.Garbage
collection is an expensive operation that happens non-deterministically and can cause
rendering stalls, so to avoid this, you'll also want to minimize object allocation during a frame to
reduce pressure on the garbage collector. You may even see benefits to doing a manual GC at
certain points in the application.2. Do expensive texture and shader loads during
intermissions.Some expensive operations need to be done on the rendering thread, such as
texture loads and shader compilations. These operations can cause noticeable stuttering if they
happen in the middle of rendering, so to avoid this, preload these resources at opportune times,
such as when the game / application is loaded, or at the beginning of each level.3. Take
advantage of the libraries out there.There are many libraries out there that support OpenGL ES
2.0 development without boxing you into a framework or a closed-source middleware solution.
Libgdx is one of these libraries, and by using a library like libgdx, you can more easily port your
code to other platforms, as well as take advantage of the library's math classes and asset
loading management.4. Read the documentation.The OpenGL specs and manuals are available
for free from Khronos.org. Each GPU vendor also shares a wealth of free information on how to
use their GPUs, and as you read the documentation, you'll find that they generally share a lot of
advice in common, such as "minimize state switches" and "avoid discard in a fragment shader."
Reading these documents and specs will give you a lot more insight into how the GPUs work at



a lower level, and will help you understand what the pitfalls are, and how to avoid premature
pessimization when writing your OpenGL code.5. Focus on what will impress the end
user.Sometimes it's easy to lose sight of the end goal, and to become focused on optimizing
areas that won't make much of a difference to the end user. Does it matter if we get this shader
to execute 2% faster? Or will we make much more of a visual impact by finding a better artist?
Find out what the most important areas are, and then focus on improving those first.About the
AuthorKevin Brothaler is the founder of Digipom, a mobile software development shop. He has
extensive experience in Android development, and he also manages "Learn OpenGL ES":, an
online set of OpenGL tutorials for Android and WebGL.
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Steven Roth, “like new condition delivered on time ,. Good book like new condition ,delivered on
time”

Philip, “Basic wiring of an O Gauge layout. I would have liked more examples. Also for what is
being charged for the book I would have expected better information and/or alternate source to
go to for that information. (a list of sources would have been nice for reference)”

G. Ulrici, “Peter Riddle covers it all. Peter Riddle's Wiring for Your Toy Train Layout is an excellent
source for the wiring novice and even those with a little layout working experience. The book
touches all the principal track possibilities & gives examples of wiring for each. The book also
touches upon the newer command control systems (by Lionel & MTH) but this discussion would
not be reason to purchase this book.For me, a true beginner in building a permanent layout, I
found it a little wanting in the particular track I chose- Ross Custom sectional track. For example I
found it impractical to wire by soldering underneath the track, separating the rails distorted my
track sections and soldering flat against the rail (as suggested by Mr Riddle) made it just as
difficult when it came time to inserting it into the particular roadbed I'm using- Rossbed. But
that's me, your mileage may vary as they say.However, in total, I would have to say that this book
(along with Peter Riddle's Trackwork for Toy Trains) is a must for the neophyte embarking on his
first journey in the world of 3 rail layouts.”

S. M. Quitadamo, “A must read for anyone starting out building a layout. This book was out of
print for a long time and the used versions were going for more than $70 if you were lucky. I held
out and finally it's back at a price commensurate with its value. Overall I was happy with this
book because it provided me with the fundamental details on wiring that I sorely lacked. The O
Gauge train business is severely lacking the necessary 21st century technology and progress
getting there has been painfully slow. This book does a great job of providing the basics on
wiring but stops short of explaining the mulit transormer connection. If you need to know what
size wire to use for accessories and track work, which rail is the power and which is the ground,
and how to block your rail sections in clear and easy to understand language, this book is for
you. There are also some very good tips and tricks on making connections, soldering, etc.”

Jon, “Covers all the basics for 3 rail wiring. This book provides the basics of everything you need
to know about 3-rail train wiring. Especially helpful is the section on wiring blocks, hooking up
and phasing multiple transformers, and wiring accessories.Note 1: This covers AC wiring.
There are other books that cover 2-rail DC wiring (there are differences!)Note 2: For the toy train
newbie. If the book cover contains the text "Classic Toy Trains" it's primary concern is 3-rail and
O or S scale. If the text says "Model Railroader", it's primary concern is 2-rail HO and N scale.
This is good to know so that you don't spend your money on books that are not applicable to



your layout.”

Barry'77-79, “Way over my head. Author is a brilliant model train-man, quite obviously. But a
more basic approach would have been appreciated, as I had absolutely no wiring or electrical
background. For instance, a step-by-step pictorial description of HOW TO ATTACH A FEEDER
WIRE TO A BUS WIRE would have been most welcome. Of course, a non- soldering approach
would have been the easiest with which to start, for example. I just didn't have the background
(or the smarts) to understand much of which the author wrote or diagrammed. Basics in the
beginning pages, however, were very useful.”

P. M. Nelson, “THE go-to reference guide!. You can't go wrong following Riddle's instructions. If
you are just starting with an O gauge, want to expand your layout, or add in accessories this is
THE reference book. Especially valuable of you are branching out into the larger gauge from HO
gauge. HO uses direct current while toy trains use alternating current, so wiring requirements
sometimes don't translate across.The language is easy to understand, with little electrical or
electronic jargon. The guide is terrific for troubleshooting problems.”

Elliott Domans, “A GREAT Book For Helping You Get Your Train Layout Wiring RIGHT !. Recently
I decided to get some 0 gauge Lionel trains and make a layout out of Lionel's Fastrack. I hadn't
wired a train layout in 40 years, so I knew I would need some help in refreshing my former wiring
skills. This book answers all the question a beginner or even an intermediate layout designer
might have. My Fastrtack layout is now complete and wired with its proper blocks and switches.
Peter Riddle's book was easy to follow, the diagrams are well done and easy to comprehend. If
you're new to the hobby of electric trains...this book will save you time and eliminate wiring
mistakes that could damage your trains or transformers.Elliott”

krish, “Book. Good book we make train and other thing but we can't get materials with it”

Ebook Library Reader, “Four Stars. a1”

Shawn, “Great book. Great book. Explains things clearly. Highly recommended. Needed when
expanding or building a larger layout.”

Stuart Tingle, “great book. Clear and easy to understand for us beginners.”

The book by Peter H. Riddle has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 200 people have provided feedback.
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